
IAG’s next major Signature Auction -Sale 93 - will feature the first part of
the Estate of well known and respected
dealer Klaus Ford, of Klaus Ford Nu-
mismatics, who sadly passed away last
year. At present IAG is still sorting and
cataloguing the more than 10,000 items
(totalling over 900 kilos) in the estate.
The selection of material is enormous,
varied and of the high quality you
would expect of a major dealer of more
than 30 years, with everything from
quality Australian Pre Decimal Coins
and Banknotes, Proofs, Decimal and
World Banknotes, World Coins, Medals
and Medallions, Tokens, Gold, NPA, Mint
issues, bulk lots and so much more. A
particular highlight of note is a large se-
lection of 1934/5 Melbourne Centenary
Florins including a number of Proof, Spec-
imen and Proof-like issues.
As of the time of writing, four other
major collections have also just been
consigned for the same auction. These
include more than 30 Pre Federation
issues, some fantastic and rare Pre Deci-
mal Banknotes, a large collection of Gold
and a major Error collection featuring
over 100 Misprinted Banknotes and 20

IAG’s Sale 93 to offer Part 1 of
the Estate of the Late Klaus Ford

A Rare 10 Shillings issue from 1952 estimated at $25,000.

A Unique Prommissory Note 1818 New Norfolk Van Diemens Land Estimated at $8,000

Part of a Large selction of in demand Pre Federation issues



Mis-Struck coins including some of the
most significant errors we have ever
seen! The sheer quantity of the error
collection and some Pre Federation will
see it split over the next two major sales. 
Other highlights of note include the
Finest known Adelaide Pound 1852
Type II in Gem UNC Ex Harold Hast-
ings-Deerings (previously offered), now
with a reduced reserve to meet the mar-
ket. More highlights catalogued so far
include a rare George VI 10/- Specimen
1952 estimated at $25,000, a superb
gold Egyptian Octadrachm of Ptolemy
II (285-246 BC), along with a very rare
early Promissory note from New Nor-
folk, the only such example known.

The highlights don’t end there. A Bank-
note collection of note includes a 1 Pound
1923 Miller-Collins consecutive pair in
UNC, a 5 Pound Starnote 1960 in UNC,
several George V 10 Pounds in high grade
including a 1925 Kell-Collins in gEF as
just a few highlights. There are also nu-
merous Pre Federation Specimen issues
including a number of rare 50 and 100
Pound denominations. In coins there
are hundreds of Pre Decimal issues
with everything from high grade
George V Copper and Silver to Proofs,
along with a large selection of World,
GB, Proclamation and so much more.
Full details will be on the website closer
to the auction date.

This auction, like all of IAG’s auctions,
will be held Live Online, with every lot
photographed and displayed in high
resolution. 
The catalogue for Sale 93 will be avail-
able to download and view on IAG’s
website in early March, and hard copies
available via subscription from IAG. Go
to www.iagauctions.com where you will
also find further auction information,
previous catalogues, prices realised and
vendor information including a function
to submit items for future auctions.
Contact IAG direct by phone (07) 55 380
300 - or  email to mail@iagauctions.com
with any queries.
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Proof and  Specimen Melbourne Centennary Florins ex Klaus Fords Estate

A Selection of some of the Major Misstrikes in Sale 93

A few key lots from the huge selection of Misprinted Banknotes

A Supern Egypt Ptolemy II Octradrachm Estimated at $17,000 
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